
Extend the Life of Your WOWs with DTG Power

No matter what make or model of mobile computer carts you have, you can upgrade them with 
Definitive Technology Group’s proprietary battery system. You’ll extend the life by 5+ years and save 
over 60% versus buying new.

+ Altus

+ Capsa/Rubbermaid

+ Enovate

+ Ergotron

+ Howard

+ Humanscale

+ Jaco

+ TouchPoint/Metro Flo

+ And more!

Mobile Power 24/7

The DTG Battery System is:

+ Safe

+ Quiet/Efficient

+ Lightweight

+ Configurable

+ Reliable

+ Hybrid-swappable

Plus, it comes with an industry-leading 5-year warranty

For IT Support

+ Minimize break/fix

+ Diagnose and service cart on floor

+ On-shelf replacement parts

+ Easily replaceable power system

+ Troubleshoot and repair in 60 seconds  
or less

For Nurses

+ Lightweight, agile, small footprint

+ On-demand power to immediately extend 
runtime

+ Decreases the weight of your WOW by 
over 30 lbs.

+ 24/7 availability

+ Configurable to match your runtime needs

+ No more failed batteries

+ No hallway clutter, JCAHO friendly



On-Demand Power

Immediately extends the runtime of mobile 
workstations by 8 hours to ensure no 
interruption in patient care or documentation 
delays caused by needing to plug in to 
recharge.

The DTG Difference

FEATURES FIXED  
BATTERIES

DTG  
BATTERIES DTG BENEFITS

Configurable/Modular No Yes Easily configured to match workflow

Ergonomic No Yes
Lightweight and strategically positioned 
components

Swappable Batteries No Yes Allows for continuous use of workstation

Remote Charger No Yes Optional standalone charger for off-cart 
charging 

Fans Yes No
Cooling fans are inefficient and can collect/
spread airborne substances

Daily Uptime 66% 100% No downtime with swappable batteries

Recharge Time 6-8 hrs. 2 hrs.
Faster charging reduces the number of 
batteries needed

Battery Chemistry LiFE or SLA LiFE LiFE batteries do not have colbalt which is 
not combustible and safer

Capacity 480Wh 250-500Wh
Modular batteries allow ability to add 
capacity

Weight 35-40+ lbs. 6 lbs. DTG batteries are substantially lighter

Warranty 1-3 yrs. 5 yrs. Our warranty is the best in the industry

We can upgrade any make or model of mobile workstation.  
Contact us today!

www.DefinitiveTechnologyGroup.com      |      Sales@DefinitiveTG.com      |      978-532-0444
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